Sparse superposition (SS) codes were originally proposed as a capacity-achieving communication scheme over the additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGNC) [1] . Very recently, it was discovered that these codes are universal, in the sense that they achieve capacity over any memoryless channel under generalized approximate message-passing (GAMP) decoding [2], although this decoder has never been stated for SS codes. In this contribution we introduce the GAMP decoder for SS codes, we confirm empirically the universality of this communication scheme through its study on various channels and we provide the main analysis tools: state evolution and the potential. We also compare the performance of GAMP with the Bayesoptimal MMSE decoder. We empirically illustrate that despite the presence of a phase transition preventing GAMP to reach the optimal performance, spatial coupling allows to boost the performance that eventually tends to capacity in a proper limit. We also prove that, in contrast with the AWGNC case, SS codes for binary input channels have a vanishing error floor in the limit of large codewords. Moreover, the performance of Hadamardbased encoders is assessed for practical implementations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse superposition codes were introduced by Barron and Joseph for communication over the AWGNC [1] . These codes were proven to achieve the Shannon capacity using power allocation and various efficient decoders [3, 4] . A decoder based on approximate message-passing (AMP), originally developed for compressed sensing [5, 6] , was introduced in [7] . The authors in [8] proved, using the state evolution (SE) analysis [9, 10] , that AMP allows to achieve capacity using power allocation. At the same time, spatially coupled SS codes were introduced in [11, 12] and empirically shown to approach capacity under AMP without power allocation and to perform much better than power allocated ones. Recently, AMP for spatially coupled SS codes was shown to saturate the socalled potential threshold, related to the Bayes-optimal MMSE performance, which tends to capacity in a proper limit [13] .
This set of works combined with the excellent performance of SS codes over the AWGNC motivated their study for any memoryless channel under GAMP decoding [2] . GAMP was introduced as a generalization of AMP for generalized estimation [14] . In [2] the authors showed that, under the assumption that SE [10] tracks GAMP for SS codes, spatially coupled SS codes achieve the capacity of any memoryless channel under GAMP decoding. However, GAMP has never been explicitly stated or tested as a decoder for SS codes other than for the AWGNC, in which case GAMP and AMP are identical. In this work we fill this gap by studying the GAMP decoder for SS codes over various memoryless channels. We focus on the AWGNC (for completeness with previous studies [11, 12] ), binary erasure channel (BEC), Z channel (ZC) and binary symmetric channel (BSC). However, the present decoder and analysis remain valid for any memoryless channel.
Our experiments confirm that SE recursion of [2] accurately tracks GAMP. Using the potential of the code we also compare the performance of GAMP to the optimal MMSE decoder. In addition, our empirical study confirms the asymptotic (in the block-length) results of [2] : the performance of SS codes under GAMP decoding can be significantly increased towards capacity using spatial coupling, as already observed for the AWGNC [12] . Moreover, we prove that for binary input channels, SS codes have a vanishing error floor in the limit of large codewords even with finite sparsity. This implies that when GAMP decoding is possible, it is asymptotically perfect until some threshold, a very promising feature which is not present for the real-valued input AWGNC. Keeping in mind practicality, we focus our empirical study on Hadamardbased coding operators that allow to drastically reduce the encoding and decoding complexity, while maintaining good performance for moderate block-lengths [11] .
II. SPARSE SUPERPOSITION CODES: SETTING
In SS codes, the message x = [x 1 , . . . , x L ] is a vector made of L B-dimensional sections. Each section x l , l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, satisfies a hard constraint: it has a single non-zero component equals 1 whose position encodes the symbol to transmit. B ≥ 2 is the section size (or alphabet size) and we set N := LB. For the theoretical analysis we consider random codes generated by a coding matrix A ∈ R M ×N drawn from the ensemble of Gaussian matrices with i.i.d entries ∼ N (0, σ 2 A ). For the practical implementation, fast Hadamard-based operators are used instead as they exhibit very good performances. Despite the lack of rigor in the analysis for such operators, they remain good predictive tools [11] . The codeword is Ax ∈ R M . We enforce the power constraint E[||Ax|| 2 2 ]/M = 1 by tuning σ 2 A . The cardinality of the code is B L . Hence, the (design) rate is R = L log 2 (B)/M and the code is specified by (M, R, B).
The aim is to communicate through a known memoryless channel W . This requires to map the continuousvalued codeword onto the input alphabet of W . The concatenation of this mapping operation and the channel it-Algorithm 1 GAMP (y, A, B, t max , u)
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For the channels we focus on, P out (y μ |[Ax] μ ) is expressed as follows:
, where snr is the signal-to-noise ratio of the AWGNC, the erasure or flip probability of the BEC, ZC and BSC. The sign maps the Gaussian distributed codeword components onto the input alphabets of the binary input channels.
Note that for the asymmetric ZC, the symmetric map sign([Ax] μ ) leads to a sub-optimal uniform input distribution. The symmetric capacity of the ZC differs from Shannon's capacity but the difference is small, and similarly for the algorithmic threshold, see [2] . We thus consider this symmetric setting for the sake of simplicity. The other channels are symmetric, this map thus leads to the optimal input distribution.
III. THE GAMP DECODER
We consider a Bayesian setting and associate to the message the posterior P (x|y, A) = P out (y|Ax)P 0 (x)/P (y|A). The hard constraints for the sections are enforced by the prior P 0 (
The GAMP decoder aims at performing MMSE estimation by approximating the posterior mean of each section.
In the GAMP decoder Algorithm 1, • denotes elementwise operations. GAMP was originally derived for scalar estimation. In this generalization to the vectorial setting of SS codes, whose derivation is similar to the one of AMP for SS codes found in [12] , only the input non-linear steps differ from canonical GAMP [14] : here the so-called denoiser g in acts sectionwise instead of componentwise. In full generality, it is defined as [14] g in (r, τ ) := E[X|R = r] for the random variable R = X + Z with X ∼ P 0 and Z ∼ N (0, diag(τ )). Moreover, the estimate of the posterior variance, which quantifies how "confident" GAMP is in its current estimate, equals
componentwise partial derivative w.r.t its first argument, and similarly for g out ). Plugging P 0 yields the componentwise expression of the denoiser and the variance term:
l i being the section to which belong the i th scalar component.
In contrast with g in that only depends on P 0 , g out depends on the communication channel and acts componentwise. Its general form and specific expressions for the studied channels are given in Table I along with the necessary derivatives.
The complexity of GAMP is dominated by the O(MN) = O(L 2 B ln(B)) matrix-vector multiplications. In terms of memory, it is necessary to store A which can be problematic for large codes. Fast Hadamard-based operators constructed as in [11] , with random sub-sampled modes of the full Hadamard operator, allow to achieve a lower O(L ln(B) ln(BL)) decoding complexity and strongly reduce the memory need [12, 15] .
IV. STATE EVOLUTION AND THE POTENTIAL
We now present the analysis tools of the L → ∞ performance of SS codes under GAMP and MMSE decoding when Gaussian matrices are used: state evolution and the potential.
A. State evolution
The asymptotic performance of GAMP (asymptotic in L, M for any fixed R and B ≥ 2) with Gaussian i.i.d coding matrices is tracked by SE, a scalar recursion [2, 9, 10, 14] analogous to density evolution for low-density parity-check codes. Note that although SE is not rigorous for the present vectorial setting, the rigorous analysis of [8] and the present empirical results strongly suggest that it is exact.
The aim is to compute the asymptotic MSE of the GAMP estimate E (t) := lim L→∞ x (t) −x 2 2 /L. It turns out that this 
] of a single section (S ∼ p 0 ) sent through an equivalent AWGNC (Z ∼ N (0, I B )) of noise variance (Σ(E)/b) 2 , b 2 := log 2 (B). This formulation is valid for any memoryless channel [2] , P out being reflected in
F is the Fisher information of p associated with f , see Table I . The p integral in Σ can be numerically computed for the BEC, ZC and BSC. Define
The MMSE of the equivalent AWGNC is obtained after simple algebra [12] and reads T (E) = E Z [(g (1) in (Σ(E), Z)−1) 2 +(B −1)g (2) in (Σ(E), Z) 2 ].
Here g (1) in is interpreted as the posterior mean approximated by GAMP of the non-zero component in the transmitted section while g (2) in corresponds to the remaining components. The SE recursion tracking the MSE of GAMP is then
initialized with E (0) = 1. Hence, the asymptotic MSE reached by GAMP upon convergence is E (∞) . Moreover, define the asymptotic error floor of SS codes E * as the fixed point of SE (2) initialized from E (0) = 0. Fig. 1 shows that SE tracks GAMP on the BEC. Note that the section error rate (SER) of GAMP, the fraction of wrongly decoded sections after hard thresholding of x (t) , can be asymptotically tracked through a simple one-to-one mapping from E (t) [7, 12] . Under GAMP decoding SS codes exhibit, as L →∞, a sharp phase transition at an algorithmic threshold R GAMP below Shannon's capacity. R GAMP is defined as the highest rate such that for R ≤ R GAMP , (2) has a unique fixed point E (∞) = E * (see [2] for formal definitions). In this regime GAMP decodes well, see red and blue curves of Fig. 1 . If R >R GAMP GAMP decoding fails, see green curve. As we will see in the next sections, spatial coupling may allow to boost the performance of the scheme by increasing the GAMP algorithmic threshold.
B. Potential formulation
The SE (2) is associated with a potential F u (E), whose stationary points correspond to the fixed points of SE:
It has been recently shown for random linear estimation, including compressed sensing and SS codes with AWGN [16, 17] , that min E∈[0,1] F u (E) equals the asymptotic mutual information (up to a trivial additive term) and that E := argmin E∈[0,1] F u (E) equals the asymptotic MMSE. A proof for all memoryless channels remains to be done, but we conjecture that it remains true under mild conditions on P out .
Using these properties of the potential and its link with the fixed points of SE, it is possible to assess the performances of the GAMP and MMSE decoders by looking at its minima. GAMP decoding is possible (and asymptotically optimal as it reaches the MMSE E, black dot in Fig. 2) for rates lower or equal to R GAMP , whose equivalent definition is the smallest solution of ∂F u /∂E = ∂ 2 F u /∂E 2 = 0; in other words it is the smallest rate at which a horizontal inflection point appears in the potential, see blue and red curves in Fig. 2 . For R ∈]R GAMP , R pot [, referred to as the hard phase, the potential possesses another local minimum (red dot) and the corresponding "bad" fixed point of SE prevents GAMP to reach E; hence decoding fails (yellow curves). Finally, the rate at which the local and global minima switch roles is the potential threshold R pot (purple curves). Optimal decoding is possible as long as R < R pot as the MMSE switches at R pot from a "low" to a "high" value. At higher rates GAMP is again optimal but leads to poor results as decoding is impossible. Note that if R <R pot , then E * = E.
In the hard phase, where two minima coexist, spatial coupling enables decoding [11] by "effectively suppressing" the spurious local minimum of the potential. It implies that the algorithmic threshold of spatially coupled SS codes R c GAMP , the highest attainable rate using coupled codes under GAMP decoding [2] , saturates the potential threshold R pot in the limit of infinite coupled chains. This phenomenon is referred to as threshold saturation and is understood as the generic mechanism behind the excellent performances of coupled codes [2, 18] . Moreover, a very interesting feature of SS codes is that R pot itself approaches the capacity as B → ∞ [2] . These phenomena imply together that in these limits (infinite chain length and B), spatially coupled SS codes under GAMP decoding are universal in the sense that they achieve the Shannon capacity of all memoryless channels.
C. Vanishing error floor for binary input memoryless channels
Another promising feature of SS codes is related to their error floor. In the real-valued input AWGNC case, an error floor always exists but it can be made arbitrary small by increasing B [2, 12] . In contrast, in the BEC, ZC and BSC cases (more generally for binary input memoryless channels), we now prove that as L →∞ the error floor vanishes for any and B. This implies that when E * = E optimal decoding is asymptotically perfect, and thus GAMP decoding as well for R ≤ R GAMP . This is actually verified in practice for GAMP where perfect decoding is statistically possible even for moderate block-lengths, see blue and red curves of Fig. 1 .
The proof of E * = 0, i.e the existence of the trivial fixed point T (0) = 0 of (2), does not guarantee that this is the global minimum of the potential in the hard phase; i.e it is a priori possible that E * = E. Nevertheless, our careful numerical work indicates that there exist at most two fixed points of SE at the same time or equivalently two minima in the potential, namely
if R >R pot (at least for the studied cases), see Fig. 2 . This also agrees with the B →∞ analysis of the potential [2, 12] .
Let us now prove that E * = 0 for the BEC, the proof for other binary input channels being similar. It starts by noticing, from the definition of T (E) as the MMSE of an AWGNC with noise parameter Σ(E), that a sufficient condition for T (0) = 0 is lim E→0 Σ(E) = 0; indeed no noise implies vanishing MMSE. From (1) this condition is equivalent to lim E→0 I R (E) = ∞ that we now prove, where
Using Table I for the expression of F(p|E) for the BEC, this restricted integral is Q(p, E) ) .
Here
From this we can assert that lim E→0 I E (E) = ∞. Moreover I E (E) < I R (E) as F(p|E) ≥ 0 (recall it is a Fisher information) and thus lim E→0 I R (E) = ∞ which ends the proof. For the BSC and ZC the proof is similar, the main ingredient being the squared Gaussian Q 2 at the numerator of F(p|E), see Table I , which leads to similar expressions as (3) and thus the 1/ √ E divergence when E → 0. We believe that the same mechanism holds for any binary input memoryless channel, implying a vanishing error floor as well as asymptotic perfect decoding of GAMP below the algorithmic threshold.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In Fig. 3 we compare the optimal and GAMP performances in terms of attainable rate, denoted by R pot and R GAMP respectively. For all channels, there exists, as long as the noise is not "too high", a hard phase where GAMP is suboptimal. Moreover, the use of Hadamard-based operators have a performance cost w.r.t Gaussian ones but which vanishes as B increases; they both have the same algorithmic threshold for B large enough (but still practical, B ≥ 64 being enough).
Consider Gaussian matrices. An intresting feature is that in constrast with the AWGNC case [12] , R GAMP for these binary input channels is not monotonously decreasing in B; it increases until some B (that may be large) but, although it may be hard to observe numerically (except for BEC), it then decreases to reach lim B→∞ R GAMP = F(0|1)/(2 ln(2)) < C [2] . However, a gap to capacity C persists as long as spatial coupling is not employed.
Spatial coupling allows important improvement towards R pot even in practical settings, confirming the universality of coupled SS codes under GAMP decoding as we have 2017 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT) lim B→∞ R pot = C [2] . The mismatch between R pot (blue) and R c GAMP (green) is due to finite size effects which are more evident in coupled codes (both chain lengths and coupling windows should go to infinity after L for R c GAMP to saturate R pot ). A Matlab demo for reproducing these results is available: http://github.com/erdem-biyik/gamp-forsparse-superposition
